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Genius Scan - PDF Scanner App App User Positive Comments 2023
Genius Scan - PDF Scanner App app received 233 positive comments and reviews by users. Can you share your positive thoughts about genius scan - pdf scanner app?
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Genius Scan - PDF Scanner App for Positive User Reviews




✓ Awesome AppReally easy to scan docs and create PDFs. Highly recommend..Tcup2005Version: 7.0.14
✓ Superb!!I use this app for digitising my receipts and also those small user manuals for various electrical items such as my laser distance meter (which has many settings).
I love the auto edge detection — the manual adjustment is superb — and the mono filter to sharpen and shrink the file size.
I use this app and have it upload to a specific Dropbox folder which then auto deletes so my phone isn’t clogged. I haven’t subscribed as I only require the basic operation of the app.
Much kudos to the team behind this app!.EverSoRichVersion: 5.5.13
✓ Easy to use, and so useful!I’ve been using Genius Scan for several years to quickly scan documents and file them away on Dropbox or OneDrive. I know those services have their own apps that do document scanning, but they’re clunkier and don’t have the breadth of features that Genius Scan does. It’s one app that makes quick work of scanning, cropping and adjusting, and filing away as a PDF or JPEG.
But don’t take my word for it - take the word of my dad, who is 81 years old and regularly complains about technology being hard to use. He wanted to scan in a paper form and get it to his computer, so I texted him a link to Genius Scan along with an offer to call and walk him through it. He didn’t call me but a little while later emailed to say: “I made the PDFs with my phone and emailed it to my computer and printed out copies. The app worked great.”
Now that’s high praise!.KennyStevenVersion: 5.4.6
✓ Mobile Scanner - literally!I've been using this app for a few years now and it is absolutely perfect for everything I need - from scanning on my phone, collating separate documents into one comprehensive file and emailing the file (.pdf) directly from my mobile. It's great scanning in black and white..MarleyPodVersion: 4.1.7
✓ Brilliant free appThe app does exactly what I need it to do brilliantly and without the hassle of a free trial but then an expensive monthly subscription, like other apps on the market.
Would definitely recommend but would also ask people to then contribute a tip, like I did.KateBlondonVersion: 5.4.5
✓ App I used for many yearsThis app was introduced by one of my customers and it’s easy to use and navigate. A handy tool for my personal documents organisation especially during pandemic lock down situation..Beibei WangVersion: 6.1.11
✓ Great document scannerI love the auto capture that makes for quick scans. I also like the black and white filter that only shows black or white ( not grey or any other “off” colour) so the image stays sharp. It also has that feature for colour but it doesn’t work very well for pictures..Jackson ReimerVersion: 7.4
✓ Fabulously usefulGenius scan is so handy when I want to send someone a document. I wouldn't want to do without it now! It’s one of my favourite apps and one I often recommend to friends and clients..RedKaren75Version: 5.5.8
✓ Ứng dụng rất tốtĐây là úng dụng miễn phí tốt nhất tôi từng sử dụng. Cảm ơn nhà phát hành ứng dụng này. Người dùng từ Việt Nam.âmzadiVersion: 7.5
✓ Superb ApplicationI found Genius Scan such a useful app. This is one application that every body should have on their phone. I can scan anything by just taking the pictures and WhatsApp the doc or email to my friends or businesses. It’s such a life saver when it’s comes to send documents.Muyiwa71Version: 7.0.14
✓ Vital for todays mobile ManagerHaving the ability to Fax and email securely makes this program a vital “must have” for the Mobile Manager..Super CanadianVersion: 7.2.2
✓ Great utilityHave used this for a year now and still continue to be amazed at how useful this app is. Thanks guys!.TVmapStuVersion: 4.1.7
✓ Genius ScanHighly recommended, could not get by without it.FhuyfgVersion: 5.2
✓ Saves time, looks professionalI fall back on genius scan to help me with my job, my personal obligations, and too help with record keeping for my elderly parents. It was crucial during Covid and Zoom, but it also makes my everyday work more manageable. I turn in timesheets and attendance records with genius scan on a weekly basis. My Home Hospital students in grades K-12 easily submit finished work and test answers when needed. When enrolling a new student I have their parents download the app so I can be sure I will be able to read what they submit to me. I’ve used Genius Fax to fax time-sensitive documents that I have scanned and I have emailed multiple files from Genius Scan. Being able to sharpen the images and rearrange the documents makes my faxes look professional in all situations and it couldn’t be easier!.4freedlmVersion: 6.1.11
✓ Genius scanAll files i scan very clearly, very useful..Yuan88Version: 6.1.5
✓ Amazing AppIt really is fast and easy to scan documents with this app I have been using this app for about 3 years now and I prefer it over using my scanner on my printer.RobbieBCVersion: 7.0.7
✓ Was workingI’ve used this app successfully for 4 years. I was always able to download documents into google classroom. This worked like a dream for distance learning. Now that I’m back to school I like to use it verses paper because of the pandemic. I can download it to their iPad and when I meet with them they are able to open it in google classroom that I have set up. THEN just this week I have not been able to create the assignment in google classroom. It won’t allow me to send the link. The format looks different and I don’t know how to fix it. 😟 I have absolutely loved this. If I can’t figure it out I’ll have to find another app..BestteacheratheritageVersion: 5.5.13
✓ Love this app!I had used a desktop scanner for years. The scanner cost $400 and was a pain to use. When the company who manufactured it stopped upgrading the software, I found myself in a quandary as ai had upgraded my iMac’s OS and now could I longer use my expensive scanner. So I went to try this $7 app and I am thrilled. Not only does it work well, it saves me time because now I scan my receipts as I go instead of letting them pile up on my desk. And because I’m sending them to a cloud drive, my bookkeeper has access to them faster too. The software provides great options for scanning, hanging up pages, as well as tools to enhance the image. And finally, customer service is fast and courteous. In my opinion you’d have to be an idiot not to use genius scan!.BodyBasicsVersion: 5.0.11
✓ Scan appOne of the most used apps on my device, so easy and always ready, no hiccups when using, saves everything you scan, absolutely love it, recommended by a friend.Gibsve61Version: 6.1.11
✓ Great AppSo easy to use! And many free option for tagging and sending and storage.
The only problem is that when I send in email, people see that the app sent and they are not sure if they can open it safely. I have just edited the send section in settings to my gmail. Maybe that will help identify me
Other than that, it’s great.EJ’s accountVersion: 7.4
✓ One of my most used appsI literally have written maybe 2 reviews in my life but this app truly deserves one! I have had this app since nursing school for about 9 years now. I girl that sat in front of me in class suggested it to me and here we are! I use this app almost everyday for all types of miscellaneous paperwork that i need put into a digital file. It’s super easy to use, images come out very clear, and they stay saved in the app until you delete them. for me it’s perfect if i need to resend paperwork or need to reference something that i had scanned in the past. It was extremely useful when purchasing my first home (during covid) and everything was done via email and uploading docs to bank and mortgage sites. I’ve used it to save copies of receipts or drivers license photos, and it’s all there ready to be sent when i need it. I’ve told everyone i know to download this..JaymoLOVESpsVersion: 6.0.2
✓ The free version was better!It will not send on any of our email accounts even after doing the trouble shooting. Wonderful idea very poor execution!.A Dee H DeVersion: 5.5.13
✓ Who needs a scanner when you have a phone and Genius ScanExcellent app. It took a bit of thought on how it works. For instance multiple scans end up in one doc until you export. This was a bonus for me. This was all before I looked at the excellent introductory tutorial!!!.SumonelseVersion: 6.1.6
✓ A necessityWorking from home required me to, on rare occasions, scan items for print or upload. Our home printer’s scanner function stopped working. My boss recommended this app.
It is a necessity! I have scanned, to my phone my driver’s license, COVID vaccinations, insurance cards and other items I like to have with me.
And it’s completely free - unless you choose cloud sharing between your devices. Since I haven’t mostly use it to have records on my phone, I have chosen not to pay for a subscription. But the price is very reasonable. I’ve recommended this app to co-workers as well as others I encounter through their work or mine..Jean.allenxVersion: 6.0.3
✓ Best scanning appI’ve tried a few and this is the best and takes the most accurate pictures. Clear pictures too. Super fast and easy to use.XtinanmVersion: 5.0.12
✓ The BEST Scan App in The StoreThis is an indispensable app & one that I probably use more than any other because it lets you save the document as a PDF, giving more flexibility to what you can later do with it. I also like the edit & filter capabilities & it is particularly useful for doing large documents that are too big to fit on my home scanner. And obviously you can’t. beat the price…whether the free one or the premium one. I just love this app and could not imagine my life without it.
Updated 2-9-23: I continue to feel the same way about this product and recommend it all the time to friends and associates. I can’t imagine not having Genius Scan in my life🥰💕.DJ White077Version: 7.2.4
✓ Amazing!!!I’ve been using this for a year or more and it’s pretty much the most flexible, reliable, easy-to-use and robust app I’ve ever used. My desktop scanner just died and I will not be replacing it as this app does more than the old scanner and is way more reliable. Fantastic!.FJRSRVersion: 5.2.2
✓ Works awesomeThe scanner is so handy and easy to use. No troubles at all..Topgear1Version: 7.4
✓ Easy to useThe app detects the scanning document automatically, so you can just aim and scan, no need to hold long. Documents can be saved in Files (Apple) or your personal drive with your chosen names, from there you can just attach in your email..Tristar-NVersion: 7.1.1
✓ So easyTop notch app, so easy, even the camera button is pressed for you. Makes scanning a lot of docs a breeze. Then the OCR function allows you to edit/format with ease..CollaberatorVersion: 6.1.10
✓ Fantastic for the most part...I like this app for what it can do... what features are lacking (and I don’t use it enough to pay $8+tax for the “+” version) are small things: I’d like to be able to change the name of my files (removed from a version years ago), to access *any* way to save out of app (in this version), the edit tools would be great if the “color” version didn’t look awful — esp. for signatures in blue, just for example. LOVE the ability to fix key-stoning (why isn’t this in native Apple photo apps, among others??) and the overall convenience. The free version is good for people who don’t need to use it often or have no access to a decent scanner on the fly..Ec-lec-ticVersion: 4.4.5
✓ Best Scanning App ever!Have been using Genius Scan for last 4 years. Auto scan option is crazy and awesome. It works perfectly. Scan any document and convert to pdf, doc, png etc. with different level of resolution. Kudos to Genius Scan team, keep growing!.IsmitdhamaVersion: 7.5
✓ Only Missing One ThingI use this app every single day. It’s perfect for scanning fast and on the go. Able to upload almost anywhere. I happily paid the extra to upgrade and have been thoroughly satisfied…except for one little feature that would make this app the absolute best in the App Store…
Folder organization.
I have a list of hundreds of scans and a search bar to find scans. In my opinion, a folder system where we are able to create, name and organize our scans would de-clutter my landing page. I sincerely hope that the devs add this feature, as I am positive it would improve the app even further..Clone81Version: 6.0.3
✓ BooysaaSuper easy to use,does all I need it do,link emails to email…love it.Deviousone5050Version: 7.2.2
✓ Keep up the good jobExcellent job.ASRKTVersion: 7.5
✓ Genius scanAn absolutely awesome tool to have one phone..MaztogoVersion: 5.4.6
✓ Useful in Many waysThis is a goto app for scanning documents effortlessly and quickly. Just an essential tool..BattistellaFilmVersion: 7.5
✓ Easy shortcut to scanningI love how easy it is to scan a file with Genius Scan. When your personal scanner or work scanner isn't working or is overrun with other jobs, this is an awesome alternative. You can rotate pages, crop them, rearrange pages, and even convert from black-and-white to "photo," which scans your image over exactly as it appeared when you took the scan ("picture"). The only downside to this app is that you won't immediately receive your scan(s) if you're sending it/them via email; in fact, mine don't appear in my inbox until 24-48 hours later. I'm unsure if that's a wifi issue for me or not, but that happens to me no matter what wifi I'm using. But, overall, I would definitely recommend this app!.Mjeffer2Version: 4.1.7
✓ Facile d’utilisationPour un résultat sans distorsion..Christine ch.Version: 7.4
✓ 👍🏼👍🏼Finally an App that delivers on its promises. Genius Scan is simple to use, intuitive, and has advanced cropping technology that takes the chore out of scanning. The freeware version has exceeded expectations. I look forward to using some of the additional features of the payware version. Well done and keep up the good work!.Fly'n kokonutVersion: 5.2
✓ Merci de me faciliter la vie ❤️Après des heures à me casser la tête ma merveilleuse amie m’a donné cette application fabuleuse 🙏.Bjr du jhftVersion: 7.4
✓ FantasticThis is a fantastic very intuitive little app I use in business..Fritz TaupoVersion: 5.0.4
✓ Basic functions are reliable, such as croppingI do not know how many times I have used this. I have only been using basic functions such as sending scanned documents through email. It can be a time-consuming process, but it is conpletely fine for me!.Woon GyolVersion: 5.2.1
✓ Wonderful time saverWhat a great app! I've been using it for few yeas now and the new batch scan is brilliant. Our office flatbed scanner stopped working last week and this app has been used instead without any lost productivity..MLR67Version: 6.1.10
✓ On the roadThis scanner is fantastic, I’m sales rep on the road so I am always scanning orders into the the office. I always use a black back to make it easier for the scanner and I is 101 percent faultless, I will sometime send five A4 pages of orders and I simply change the page and the scanner copies for me, yes automatically.Can he kick it? yes he canVersion: 5.5.12
✓ A GENIUS idea! 😉I would recommend this app. This is a great scanner. Really helps me with my homework and assignments! The only downside of this app is when you scan a paper, you get only a few seconds to press edit. Sometimes, I need a few seconds before I press the edit button. I can still edit it after, but it is harder. My suggestion, is make the edit button available right away after the scan, and let people edit whenever they need to, then they can continue when they need to do so.
This app really is a great thing during our COVID-19 outbreak. I, for one, think this is a great way to send my teachers my work. My whole grade loves it!! We were taking pictures of our work, but it got too blurry. That is when we resulted in using Genius Scan. A thank you comes from me and my peers..Cookiegirl222Version: 5.4.6
✓ Totally fantasticWhen my husband got ill with what may or may not have been The Thing, I couldn’t access the scanner he’d been using without donning full hazmat. So I looked for an app. So many were allegedly free but then wanted to charge a high monthly payment to let you do anything at all with the scan, including sending it anywhere - even to your self. This app is fantastically easy to use and for me the free version does everything I need it to. And if it didn’t, then the upgrade is a one-off low fee. Total lifesavers - actually easier than using the scanner and I might just upgrade anyway if only to thank them for their brilliance and generosity..GygijVersion: 5.5
✓ Quick & EasyI’ve just started using Genius Scan, and have found it very easy to use (intuitive, with good editing features) - and very useful for making a PDF document with an iPhone SE quickly & easily - which you can then export via email or other methods…..AL N (UK)Version: 7.0.8
✓ Best in this spaceI have used many document scanning applications over the years, including the in-build Apple one and this word, without a doubt, has to be the best app on the market. I would highly recommend anyone looking for this sort of application..Blake089Version: 7.0.13
✓ Good value, OCR needs some workPurchased the Scan+ after testing a little bit on free. Overall it’s good value and one of the only apps that has a one off purchase rather than a subscription which would not be justifiable in my case. The OCR needs some work still, it’s not always accurate. As does the colour detection, I’ve had scans that clearly have colour but are detected as black and white. Then ideally a bit improvement to the workflow, the button presses needed to finish a scan are all in different corners so when you’re happy with the results it takes longer than needed to approve the scan. Overall though a great app..First-instinctVersion: 5.5.13
✓ Amazing Scanner app!It is the first scanner app where not only could I add multiple pdf files into one, but also add images from my phone to then convert into one single pdf file. Other scanner apps supposedly are able to do the same but they charge extra for those features. Just for curiosity I actually bought the feature of combing multiple pdf files into one for one of those Scanner Apps, and it failed big time, so it is very generous for this app to provide that feature for free.
Finally, the quality of the scans are great, they do appear clearer once you take them than when they’re sent out but it is possible that maybe I’m just not placing my documents correctly as the picture is being taken..D_egooVersion: 5.5.3
✓ Genius scan free verVery happy with the free version of this app. Thrown away my scanner.
It’s much better than the scanner... quicker to scan, immediately resizes. Edit much quicker than importing to a pc. Filters are good but could improve if you could select from end live / scan screen..VegovampireVersion: 5.5.8
✓ Genius scan - the bestI have found Genius scanner the best portable scanner, following a trial for personal use. It is quick & super easy to use! Bl***y marvellous!!!.Topnurse01Version: 5.2.1
✓ Vraiment très efficaceJe vous recommande Genius Scan application très facile à utilisé et avec beaucoup option je vous recommande fortement elle est super bien fait.JaencasVersion: 7.2.3
✓ Great app!I use this app every day for work & it’s great, the only thing that would make it better for me personally would be if it had the ability to create folders so I could store different document types in different places as now even with tags it’s difficult to find what I’m looking for sometimes!.Plyall81Version: 5.5.8
✓ Don’t look around for anything better.Been trying a lot of phone scanner to PDF apps, including the very own official Adobe scanner, but none come even close to how well this app is thought of and built. No automatic uploading to the cloud for further AI processing crap! Everything seems to be processed locally and thus all your docs remain safe and confidential. You have full power to export or share over your home network the files it creates. Very satisfied also with the decent amount of ads. Nothing too disturbing. Thanks guys..Richard HayeVersion: 5.0.6
✓ Does the job well. But too costly for the upgrade.It does the job very well. Nice interface. But I just can’t justify the £8.99 upgrade, it’s just a little steep. I know hard work has gone into this, but with other apps offering a very similar experience for much less, it’s just not worth it for me..AndyDurham10Version: 6.1.11
✓ Genius ultraVraiment bon et facile.R.morinVersion: 7.2.4
✓ Most helpful appThanks guys, your app is amazing has helped me in so many ways, not only at work but also in personal matters
Pat.PaxiboVersion: 5.0.3
✓ Excellent AppI have used Genius Scan for 6-8 months for scanning documents: it’s easy to use and makes excellent copies. I just found out I could use it for pictures and the quality is very good..Hugh WwwVersion: 7.2.4
✓ Great applicationLove the link to google drive automatically as well as being able to email when required.NiallivoVersion: 5.0.8
✓ Genius App!!As it’s name states, this is really a great “genius” App.
Easy and straightforward, scans documents etc really quickly & there’s no fuss where it comes to getting the image aligned. It picks up the image & within seconds it’s done.
I love the fact right from the get go, you’re able to personalise how you save it & label it. 👍👏.Miss SR PVersion: 6.1.11
✓ What an amazing tool!Makes me more competitive in business..DunkaShaneVersion: 4.1.7
✓ Great AppI honestly use this app to scan everything and have been for years. You can read the documents extremely clearly and it even has text recognition. I legit recommend it for anyone who regularly needs PDFs because you can export your pictures as PDFs directly from the app.
I’d recommend for black and white copies though. The only issue I have is the color recognition isn’t that great. It also doesn’t recognize highlights. If you’re highlight is yellow it just makes the words yellow in the page. HOWEVER, if it’s doing pictures the quality is pretty decent again.
It’s a weird kind of issue but doesn’t deter from the fact that it is the absolute best scanning app on the App Store, and yes, I have tried them..Slightly123Version: 5.2.2
✓ Best scanning app everAfter having enough of changing between three other apps because they ALL didn’t do something basic, I’m SO glad I finally came across this one. Does everything you’d want, SO easily and SO quickly. 10/10.Kaityj092Version: 5.5.2
✓ Tres bon merciTres bon efficace et gratuit.NicsatisfaitVersion: 7.2.3
✓ Simple and functionalI’ve had this app for several years now, and it only keeps getting better. It now has options and features that were not available several years ago. I do contract work and this app literally saves my life. Without it, I would have pulled my hair out long ago. Pictures are easy to take and are clear and automatically cropped. There are several editing/filter/cropping options available. It cleans up documents like I’ve never been able to do before, at least not without a ton of education and experience with photoshop, and a lot of TIME. THIS IS SO QUICK. Thank you so much for working hard to make this app great and to continue making it even greater. 🤟❤️🤙🏼.SuzieFrogASLVersion: 5.4.6
✓ This is the scanner app you MUST HAVEI’ve been using Genius Scan for almost 2 years now, I rarely leave a review for any app, but I feel like this one deserves to be recognized. It is very easy to use, the clarity on the scanned document is great, there’s lots of customizable scanning settings you can choose from, you can also have it automatically upload to dropbox or Google Drive, I even was able to contact the developer about a simple change to the sorting of folders within Google drive by alphabetical order and day were able to accommodate the request in their next update which was extremely helpful. If you are on the go a lot like I am and not always at your desk this app is an absolute lifesaver. Even when I am in my office I don’t even use my copy scanner anymore because it takes too long and the quality on The genius scan app is just as good if not better, and it’s much quicker. Save yourself a ton of time and start using this app today..Jtpo1982Version: 4.3.4
✓ Love this appUse it a great deal to capture PDFs. Very intuitive workflow. Much recommended.
Only things stopping 5 star rating: —
** occasionally the paper size sensing is buggy and senses the size correctly but it then “flickers” so you can’t grab the page. Works best on a very dark background
** sometimes confusingly makes similar pages in one document with different colour settings I.e one colour page in the middle of a lot of black and white. Can be manually fixed but a bit annoying..Richard CHJVersion: 5.5.13
✓ Great - needs the following feature to improve overall usability.I’ve been searching for an app to add an ocr text layer to my PDF files. This app is brilliant for this, highly recommend. However, a message to the developer, I doesn’t recognise handwritten text, which is ok, however if you could allow the user to edit what the ocr extracts so we can correct it. You could allow this by allowing the user to type on the text button modal or allow selection on the file overview text which would then prompt to change that word.
If the developer could respond to the feature request, appreciated..SomeRandomNickName123Version: 5.5.2
✓ The best scan AppSuper easy to use and convenient. 5 stars!.Frankiedot16Version: 5.5.9
✓ Fantastic appI have recently sold a house and bought one. I also had another issue where I had to prepare court documents . On my travels I was able to scan and send documents to lots of officials and the quality was brilliant at their end when they printed the docs.
Thank you scan genius.456meVersion: 5.0.5
✓ BrilliantBoth apps are 100% never once had any problems from Both apps Genus scanner and Genus sign both get 100% and support is 100% as soon as you ask something they are straight on to it Brilliant and I love that you can lock both apps and use your finger to open them.ACooper31Version: 6.0.3
✓ Who needs a scanner?I haven’t scanned a document on a flatbed scanner since downloading Genius Scan. The magic and batch scanning options are nearly flawless, and there are more than enough export and saving options to get your scan wherever it needs to go. Comes in particularly handy during tax season — I put aside everything I receive in the mail in a folder on my desk, then when I have everything, I scan it in 30 seconds flat and package it for my accountant. It’s also made it easy to save my favorite family recipes (written on all sorts of different kinds of paper) to a single location to make them easy to find or refer to when I’m at the store..ElainevdwVersion: 4.4.8
✓ Awesome App to quickly scan documents..👍🏻It’s an awesome app..allows for quick scanning of documents on the go.S_SivakumarVersion: 5.0.2
✓ Absolutely brilliant and indispensableThis is simply a perfect way to scan using a phone and then edit results that rival my sheet fed Fuji scanner. In fact I’ve never used it since buying this app.
The export functions with OCR in almost any format or to any folder in the cloud make it so easy to go paperless at home or in the office. To borrow the train companies’ awful slogan “see it, scan it, bin it”
The scans of old printed photos are very sharp and such a good way to preserve them.
One of the most useful apps you can buy.
Highly recommended..Sadgrove Cottage@gmailVersion: 7.2.4
✓ Best scanning appSince I started using the app, it has made scanning and sharing documents very easy. I was using CamScanner before downloading this app. I found that this app interface to be simple and less clunky vs CamScanner.
I have upgraded to plus version. Worth every penny. 👏🏾.Samung71Version: 6.1.11
✓ Good appLove the app to the fact i have brought the pro version. For me the only thing i don't like about it is i can not sync to my icloud drive.... love to see this happen in the future and if it did for me it would perfect...LEONWJONESVersion: 4.4.2
✓ Can’t do without this appI use this app everyday to scan receipts from payments made with credit cards to enable easy cross checking with credit card statements One extra feature I would like to see added is the ability to create & insert a watermark into scanned PDF images.Mike2904Version: 5.4.2
✓ 5+ years... Only Scanning App I've Ever UsedI've had this app since the iPhone 5s was released around 2013; since then every phone I've owned has had it installed. The fact that I've never had a need for or desire to explore another scanning app is the greatest aspect about it. I primarily use the *free version for PDF scans [from 1page thru 17 pages before]. The MAGIC feature which automatically scans for... detects, crops, then enahances is great. Provided you heed the tips the app provides to achieve best results. For the average college student, employee, grad student, etc... That only needs to scan something occasionally, wants it to be easy/quick/shareable and reliable... I'd definitely recommend this scanning app.
*Since I've never needed to utilize the functions of the paid version, I can't attest to those aspects of the app. But if your at the point of paying for a scanning app. You probably aren't reading this! 🤙🏼😂*.B_adcockVersion: 5.0.6
✓ Genius scan - awesome appSuper handy and easy to use..Idawg8Version: 7.4
✓ Best Scan appLove how easy it is to use!!.Kick the ball SallyVersion: 7.5
✓ LaurenceA wonderfully convenient app that makes my life much easier..Lazza#1Version: 7.0.2
✓ Highly recommendedI use this frequently. It is awesome..PeterlookVersion: 5.2.4
✓ Great for teachers!I rely on this app to save student work. It’s so easy to use and perfect for when I have limited time (and don’t want to stand by a scanner waiting for ages). However, I wonder if there’s a way to use the air-drop option to share the file directly to my laptop?.TanikakaurVersion: 4.4.8
✓ Really HandyThis has helped me on many occasions. I really like that you can now copy more than one page, which wasn’t possible when I first got it many years ago. However, I didn’t give it five stars because I have not been able to send multiple pages in one email, which is really inconvenient..JoyA-BVersion: 5.2
✓ DagNabbitRabbit🐰 Sprint iPhone 5This is a perfect scanning machine!! It really is quite amazing how utilizing the same camera mechanism incorporated within your cell phone, albeit with a more precise set of programming terms, one may exponderate a fan flumming tas~tick Pix!! Or rather, a scan of a document, as it were. A pix that fills your screen from quite a distance back, as long as focused properly, will result in a full size complete page with color pictures, PERFECTLY!
Update~Update~Update It just keeps getting better,
It's getting better all the time ‼
Now you can perform batch scans quickly and decisively. Dances with Panties. 🐰🌀🐰🍀
New update. New IPhone X Keeps getting better all the time
The people over at Grisley labs are terrific and wonderful DagNabbitRabbit Approved 🐰 Update~Update~Update
Yet another fantastic update.
DagNabbitRabbit🐰IphoneXS MAX Sprint Genius Scan I am happy to say has come with me as I upgrade to yet another iPhone upgrade, Flawlessly. It just keeps getting better with each update from their fantastically talented Programmers.
I have Recomended Genius Scan to many friends, business people and Doctors.
Never have I failed to elicit a Wow this is a great app, and where can I get it.
Definatly DagNabbitRabbit🐰 Approved‼️.SPADRYLKVersion: 5.4
✓ Great appLoved this app, having been working for long..Aps singhVersion: 7.2
✓ Genius scanJust great. Easy and straightforward to use even for at tech dummy like me. 10 out of 10.Pb400Version: 4.4.7
✓ FantasticLove it I use it all the time.03 RoadkingVersion: 7.5
✓ Simple and quick to use.Fast and simple. Can upload or export to multiple sources..MarthanewbsVersion: 5.0.8
✓ Best scanning app everI’ve been using this app for a few years. Every time it’s updated it improves. It’s a fantastic app that gives you clear images of documents both singly and as a batch. Plus it’s really simple to share docs and save them..IdeatrickVersion: 7.0.7
✓ Great app with some improvements still possibleThe app is great.
I still think some improvements are needed, for example:
- being able to highlight documents like you can do in iBooks or with a pdf in your iphone
- being able to adjust the colours a bit better, like in the images of the iphone
- when adjusting the format to A4, being able to choose better if the scan document is upsized or only surrounded by some white margins.Mathieu33UkVersion: 5.0.11
✓ Free version does everything I needNo bugs, never crashes, great features in free version and quick to use. Scanner at your fingertips. Conversion to PDF is fantastic!.DazebenVersion: 4.4.8
✓ This app has changed my life!I travel a lot for work and quickly build up a pile of paper receipts that I either end up losing or get ripped and ruined. By the time I get around to bearing up to the pain of submitting them into my company’s expense system, I am dreading the task and it becomes a complete nightmare. I now scan each receipt I receive on the go and by the end of my trip I have a neat ready to go PDF to upload to the expense system. I cannot praise this app enough, to me it is a revolution. I no longer dread doing my expenses! GENIUS :).GemTrebbsVersion: 4.4.6
✓ Fantastic Scanning AppThis will delight you and ease your work burden. It’s very easy to use, intuitive, and delivers fast & excellent results! Don’t hesitate..Sallans2023Version: 7.1.1
✓ I love this App! It’s the best app for scanning on your phone…This App is the best for capturing, cropping pictures, notes etc. It is super for quickly putting all sorts of things into Evernote - although is quickest using email as Evernote direct is a bit slow. It even enhances images automatically. It would be good to add several images/pages to one email/note..PhoneGirl101Version: 6.1.8
✓ Awesome!This will all for you. I scanned a 32 page document in 2, max 3 minutes. The app perform the focus and alignment of each page. And when needed, arranges and additions are quite easy..Escobar ReyesVersion: 7.2.2
✓ Such a great app for scanning/ PDF conversionLove this app. Had it for years now and it keeps getting better with updates. Does everything you need including email, text message or saving document to other apps. The magic photo feature where it focuses and takes a photo of each document with out the press of a button is priceless. It also automatically crops the picture to the size of the page instantly. Very handy for a batch of pages as you can just let the phone do the work as you take a photo of one page and flip to the next and before you know it you have scanned 20 pages. Also handy editing features after you’ve taken the picture so you can filter the pictures to get the clearest view and the pages, recrop if needed or even rotate to what ever required direction. Best app!! Will never use a scanner again. Also has a print function 👍🏼👍🏼👌🏼.Brettp1988Version: 5.5.5
✓ Awesome app- almost perfectWe use this to upload receipts for our business. It is perfect in almost every way, it auto crops when it takes a photo (scan) and adjusts colors automatically to make the text more clear. It also auto exports to many cloud services. My only issue is there is no rule as to auto export the size. If you manually export you can change the size of the .pdf (small, medium, large and original) but it seems to automatically export only the original size with not option to change it. I did purchase the $7.99 upgrade for both my wife and I because this app is 99.9% perfect for us! Still 5 star in my book as this app is awesome!.Jjyoung86Version: 6.1.6
✓ :)This app has been a lifesaver! During my time not being able to have an access to a scanner. I appreciate the hard work you guys have put into this app. It makes life so much easier without a physical scanner 🙌🏾🙌🏾🙌🏾🙌🏾 Thankyou 😘😘😘😘😘😘😘😘.Keela.RVersion: 4.1.7
✓ Over 10 years continuous use!I purchased Genius Scan when I began as a Real Estate Agent almost 14 years ago. Without exception, Genius Scan is most most used and most reliable business app in my suite. When desk-too scanners were down, when colleagues were scrambling to find a scanner, I was front and centre with Genius Scan! Never had a glitch or downtime and the developer just makes it better every year! I highly recommend this app for all business uses!.MoragpeiVersion: 7.4
✓ Exactly what I needed to scan and sendI’ve been notorious for not scanning my receipts and this program just makes it dead easy. I prefer it to Xeros own product because this one doesn’t ask me any questions at the time of capture- that’s the bookkeepers problem.MicblackauVersion: 6.1.10
✓ One of my favorite App!I have had Genius Scan Plus for years now and love and use it every day! It is very user friendly and easy to use. The documents scanned with Genius Scan look as good if not better than when scanned with a plug in scanner.
And sharing the scans is very easy as well, with only a couple of clicks.
It is very intuitive and has several filters (black/white, color, picture) to suit every need.
I use it both for personal and professional documents. I can’t recommend this App enough! Worth every penny!.ERPandoraFanVersion: 7.1.1
✓ One Step BetterWorks well however I’ve one suggestion which would make it even better - the ability to easily copy a tab’s description so that it can be pasted to the ‘Subject’ line of an email (when sharing).Very frVersion: 5.5.13
✓ Best scanning app!!Does an amazing job identifying and capturing just the document. Good transition time to allow for flipping pages to enable creation of multi-page pdf dpcuments. Awesome post-creation edit capabilities allowing for page removal and reordering. Definitely recommend this app!!.Steeltown_SolarVersion: 7.3
✓ Just Works (now v2, 1 yr later)Still amazing. Not only are the features vy good (elegant OCR, easy tags, gd optimising of images) but also the organisational structure vy good (easy of uploading to gDrive, documenting of progress eg when last uploaded, ease of managing and moving stored scans). There are many competitors and there will always be one or two things they do even better, but none seem to maintain the elegance and self-evident human interface and workflow design that makes this excellent — for me, an overall winner. [Pls dont tell them, it will go to theirs heads…]
|| (orig. comment, in case v1 review gets deleted)
Works for me... simple, straight -forward, elegant interface (except for the 'Current...' phrasing during saving, which isn't clear). Very happy with it. Barns from oz || PS and the OCR is vy good, use it a lot..Bdc_from_ozVersion: 6.1.10
✓ Reliable, solid app that scans documents with amazing qualityI’ve used almost every scanning app there is in the App Store and SwiftScan was my go to for years(since they were Scanbot)…however as of lately the app has been crashing, buggy, and extremely unreliable. I have used Genius Scan/Genius Fax before on and off for years and have always liked the app and honestly had no issues with it. Just subscribed to be premium plan and purchased the lifetime one time offer years ago, it’s now my everyday go to scanning app. Keep up the good work Grizzly and you’ll have a customer for life!.JuicyJay587Version: 7.2.2
✓ Excellent appThe free version does everything you need it to do. Take pictures, convert them to pdfs easily and export by email. Having the paid version allows you to export to multiple apps including dropbox. An essential part of any business or admin toolbox..DafrochildVersion: 5.5.10
✓ Genius ScanExcellent scanner which I have now used for 4 years. Never fails, easy to send to email address and good quality acceptable scan for legal documents as well
Thanks the above comments apply today.
Eqbal khan Auckland Nz.Avid walker 1Version: 7.0.1
✓ Wow !This app is so useful ! Thanks for having invented it !!! I recommend it to everyone who needs to scan documents. Nothing negative to say. Results are great!.AneeeeepasVersion: 4.1.7
✓ Easy to useReally pleased I downloaded this app to scan documents and receipts. I initially tried a few other scanning apps but tis one by Genius Scan is far superior to the others. Genius Scan is easy to use and quick..Sassy57travellerVersion: 5.2.3
✓ Time saver!!Whilst working from home during the Corona virus lockdown, I have been working with a secure network laptop computer where I could not connect to a printer. This resulted in having to forward emails to my private email address, printing off attachments and then making comments on the paperwork, then placing back in to the scanner/printer and sending to my private email before forwarding on to my work email address and then onward transmission. This all took time (Not sure I’m complying with work’s IT security protocols, but needs must!) I was informed about this App and it has speeded up the procedure and produced excellent results. It took a couple of hours to work out how to make perfect copies, so an idiots guide would be helpful, but the App is great. Not sure if I need the upgrade + version, but will see. To sum up and stop waffling, great App that produces great reproductions. A++.Benny 797Version: 5.4.6
✓ Really useful app and PDF generatorGenius Scan is a great app for capturing multi page documents and scanning things on the move. I've even used for large A0 architectural drawings and it's captures lots of detail. I also use to record expenses and tax receipts easily and in real time along side google drive storage
The premium version is worth the money.Mr Pea GreenVersion: 4.1.7
✓ Easy user friendly app for PDF creatingThe free version does everything you need to make PDF’s and send to whom ever you need, easy to use. The paid version give you more options to allow autonomous help for someone who needs to use it a lot. I only use it a little so the free version is plenty, but great app, well done..Phildo_1305Version: 5.4.6
✓ Vital toolI love using genius scan! It’s easy to use and at my fingertips when I need it!.Deb'N'Version: 6.1.11
✓ Clean B&W edit after scanI use this app to scan all of my receipts for tax purposes. It’s user interface is very easy to learn and it’s Auto Crop + Auto B&W edit after scan allows me to breeze through this recording process. The app is a huge time saver!.Radiance333Version: 6.1.11
✓ Purchased thisI’ve used a couple other scanners and they’re fine. I thought I’d try this one. I have some magazines (crafts, recipes, etc) and other papers I need to scan as we’re downsizing in a major way. I found that Genius Scan works wonderfully well. It’s quick and I can go back to adjust images if necessary before sending. I paid to upgrade as I wanted to support the people who created it as well as have more options for where I can send. They also respond quickly to queries..MeagenzVersion: 6.0.3
✓ Genius!I have not seen an app like this one before, it detect the pages on it own, take the photo when it has a good view of it on it own, crop it and straighten it on its own. So I just point the camera to the page and it is automatically added to the document, I just have to turn all the pages while holding the phone and I get a pdf that I can e-mail without having to do any anything. Just genius!.Sb'ftjfzVersion: 7.0.1
✓ Simply amazing.I never write reviews but this is too good not to. I’ve been using it for over three years now. This app is so easy to use and saves so much hassle with scanning. I use it to divide up PDF documents and I have scanned documents, books, articles, even photos using it (including important documents to send to employers). I love it and recommend it to all my friends. Can’t fault it at all..Rickety BooVersion: 5.5.6
✓ Highly recommendSuper easy- can be scanned anywhere in batches. I love the magic option where it finds what you want and shapes it for you.Suzsuz11Version: 5.0.3
✓ SIMPLY BRILLIANT for scanningI use this app for taking photos of documents and combining them to create multi-page PDFs. It’s features are flawless and brilliant. It allows you to use your camera to scan a physical document by framing the border of the page and producing it as a rectangular image without a background. This single feature is done better than any other app I’ve seen and I’ve tried a few.
There are also options to improve the image with auto-enhance or making it black & white, colour or photo. You can then combine multiple scans into one PDF document. You can export the PDF to other apps, email, messages, files or keep it saved in the app for later. You can also export images as jpegs to your photo roll.
Simply brilliant app functionality! Thank you!.RavenRoxxx36Version: 5.0.11
✓ Surprised how well it worksI can honestly say I was shocked after using this. I used a scanner app about 10 years ago, and the quality was disappointing. This scanner app is by no means perfect but if you want a black/white copy, this is the one..JessicaJuly666Version: 7.2.4
✓ Great AppI use to take hand written notes and photos and scan them back to office - perfect for the road warrior.NZCoryVersion: 5.0.7
✓ Great for on the goI go from site to site for work, and fairly often need to scan/submit paper forms at buildings without access to convenient web connected scanning. This app is an absolute lifesaver! Snapping pictures is easy, and with the straightforward editing tools, your documents come out looking great- even better than most copier machines will give you.
A few examples of what editing tools are available:
-color: you can choose between black and white and color, depending on the look you were going for.
-cropping: easily adjust all four corners to directly line up with the edges of your paper documents.
-angle: once you are finished, cropping, the app automatically adjust the angle to make sure the document is aligned head on.
-easy to delete and add/retake documents for longer copy jobs.
And of course, super simple to email and save documents to various cloud sites- Google drive etc.
I can’t remember if I had to pay a small fee for this app, but I would pay it again in a heartbeat. If you need easy access to a copier that can submit professional quality forms no matter where you are, get this app!.Thompk15Version: 7.1.1
✓ Perfect appThis is one of the best apps I have on my iPhone, I almost got rid of my scanner and do 99% of scanning on this app.A..asVersion: 7.2.2
✓ Easily the best mobile scanner available.I’ve tried three different apps, and this is by far the most accurate and the most feature packed. Also commendable that the developers haven’t been stingy on the features in the free version.
An fantastic productivity tool..Bob20122Version: 5.4.6
✓ Just BrilliantThis thing is great and unbelievably easy to use. As a travelling ESL teacher I am constantly needed to scan documents and with this I can scan anything and everything and looks legit, I can organise papers before or after in files with names and dates. I can easily email or forward them on instantly. Love it!.C.SchmitVersion: 4.4.5
✓ Fabulous AppI find this app brilliant. Over the years scanning has been an issue due to having to fire up computers etc. This app takes only seconds to scan and to add to an email address and it’s gone within minutes. Highly recommend, even those who are not text savvy (which I’m average andAble to teach my partner how to use) can use this app. 👍🏻👍🏻.Sharon.robertsonVersion: 7.0.14
✓ So reliable !This is my first ever review of an app! I felt inclined to do so because of how many times this app has saved my rear! Having things like your kids shot records and auto ins cards on my phone is a life saver. Being able to scan a doc on the fly and send immediately without any bugs or glitches is so refreshing! I have been using this app for many years (3 different iPhones) and have NEVER had a problem or glitch. I like the filing system , the auto enhancement of papers docs (choose between black n white, color or the raw pic) and the simplicity of the use (not hard to figure out at all!).
Last but not least, the developer updates and fixes glitches regularly which is nice. Many apps come out and then the developer stops maintaining it after a while. Not Genius Scan.
Thanks for my go to scan/file/fax app!.NuclearnikVersion: 6.0.1
✓ Easy and useful!I’ve only used the free version but will probably upgrade to the paid because even as a free app it’s been super helpful and I’d like to make use of the extra features. So far it’s been as simple as: scan~~email~~bobsyouruncle
The scans have turned out really well and it’s great that I’m able to create a multipage pdf without any hassle..PietdiebroodVersion: 5.3.2
✓ Excellent app.This is excellent app. One of the best simple clean design easy to use. The only thing could make it perfect is to automatically pop the rename bar when I say done. So no need to do extra tap or forget. In setting they can give option to have this enabled. A nudge to"rename document" toggle and now everytime after scanning I hit done it should pop up rename bar in the bottom of the scanned page also such a way that in background I can still see scanned first page so I can make decion what name I should wrote for the documents and that's the reason to have rename pop up bar in bottom of the page to see the top of the page for reference..Elon TimVersion: 6.1.11
✓ Good appWorks very well.
Be good if it would save direct to iPhone Photos app.
Thanks.LamagaiaVersion: 5.4.6
✓ Pretty goodIt’s pretty good the only thing that sucks is that you can’t place videos. I thought it would be like iMovie it’s not exactly like it I mean you can please pictures but I iMovie you can place videos and it would just be fun if you could make movies..DieselDog0348Version: 5.4.6
✓ Terrible upgradeI loved the clarity and simplicity of scanning with the previous version of Genius Scan. Unfortunately with the upgrade every single attempt I’ve made to scan a simple document has produced an unusable result.
I’ve now had to get another scanning app.
I’m very dissappointed..WhatsupannaVersion: 5.0
✓ Love it alreadyHad for only a few minutes and so far love it , easy to use 👍🏻.OlgrumpVersion: 6.0.2
✓ Cuts out so many steps .. love it!This app is an awesome time & hair saver. No more paper jams, memory sticks & big machinery necessary.
Anywhere, snap an image/s & save as PDF & send where ever you want .. Dropbox, SMS .. email.
A great time saver & much small & better than taking a photo of each document page..Mandy_Moo72Version: 4.1.7
✓ Amazing appAmazing, last minute stuff for court case needing to be sent to lawyer, and this worked a charm!! Thanks heaps.NzcourtsVersion: 6.0.3
✓ Great for expensesI use this for scanning receipts for business expenses as often on the move. It works perfectly for this. Paid for the upgrade which allows it to sync to Dropbox which is perfect for me. A nice feature would be to merge PDFs but this can be down easily using free online tools anyway other than that this is perfect and well implemented. Little tip. Scan against contrasting surfaces, so a white receipt on a dark surface. However even if you can’t do it, just take a photo and then you can crop it it anyway. Very good app..BalearicmadVersion: 5.4.1
✓ Mind Blowing and absolutely Phenomenal!!!The Genius scan app is absolutely incredible!!! It takes away the stress of getting documents across, all you need is to download the app to your phone and the rest is magic!!! You can scan any documents from anywhere and download and save to your phone which gives easy access if you want to forward the documents via email, WhatsApp you name it. A fantastic app, 110% recommendation!!! Go for it!!!.Puddy WilliamsVersion: 6.1.10
✓ The perfect scanner, in my pocketI have been a longtime user of Genius Scan (3 years +) and it revealed itself as one of the staples on my iphone.
I use it to manage my business expenses and to keep track of other purchases, warranty, etc.
All documents are automatically uploaded / backed up to my own server (WebDav)..Lecteur98000Version: 4.4.2
✓ Easy!Genius scan is pre-emptive and easy!! Hugely appreciated and widely recommended!!.Tim5674325678Version: 5.5.9
✓ I take my hat off and salute ….Where can you find more hype and false promises than the internet? They even invented a word for it: “clickbait”. But every now and then you encounter a product and service that lives up to its promise, that simply does what they say it will do, and does it even better than your expected. I love Genius Scan and Genius Cloud. They work. They simplify many tasks for me. They are easy to use and never fail. I feel like I should pay every time I use them (shhhh!). If you don’t have it—get it. Stop faxing or whatever you do to transmit documents. Shoot it, turn it into a PDF, and email it in one, fast, connected application. And have permanent cloud storage of the documents to boot, along with a record of what you did with them. How do you beat that?.RmaddowVersion: 6.1.11
✓ ExcellentProbably the most important app on my phone, not because I use it a lot but because when I do use it, it saves my skin. Allows me to scan and send important pdf documents any time, anywhere. Example: my 14 year old daughter went to Costa Rica with her best friend, whose family is from there. When they got to the airport in Houston, they wouldn’t let her board the plane without notarized authorization signed by both parents. Her mother and I were able to meet at the credit union, print out authorization, have it notarized and emailed from my genius scan app within 30 minutes! Off she went..Wives ButlerVersion: 7.0.14
✓ UpdateHello! I love genius scan, butbte last update added some things that make it hard for me to use. When I open a folder, and just want to email 1 page, or a selected amount, it ends up trying to send the entire folder. I used to be able to enlarge or simply send the page that was open, now I have to actually check the chosen page to send from a reduced sized picture of all Pages in the folder. And I can’t figure out how to enlarge them simply email that to make sure I have chosen the correct page. I liked the earlier version better where I could open a file and simply click in the page and it would enlarge and I could email it. I live genius sac but I can’t figure out how to make it work like it used to!! Thank you.I do not care.Version: 5.0.6
✓ Works great!…most of the time.I use this app to scan documents for my university classes. Once scanned, the features within the app provide augmentations, such as leaving natural light or white light (i.e, displaying the visual differences between a photo or a “scan” of the document). I also love that if I’m scanning dozens of pages all at once, if I make a mistake on one scan, I have the option to re-do that scan rather than starting over just to ensure the documents are in order. Once satisfied, I can email the document (however large or small) and it will appear instantly in my inbox.
The one issue I’ve found, is that sometimes it does not appear in my inbox until hours or even a day after I scanned my work. This can be EXTREMELY frustrating when my deadline is that evening. There’s no way to assess when these hiccups occur, since it appears to have no correlation to document size or scanning frequency.
Overall, I’m thankful to have this app. It’s so much faster to use than my physical printer/scanner..The last warning.Version: 7.2.4
✓ Great scannerThe only iphone scanner I ever used, does the job super efficiently, thank you for the team behind this and please keep up the great work..Ahmad HabashVersion: 5.0.6
✓ Fab scannerCouldn’t ask for more as a simple scanner to store documents. So far this App has been free as well. I wanted to scan music to store in my iPad and it works brilliantly. The app ‘photos’ the music but it’s actually a PDF of course. It sizes the page automatically provided the background is contrasting (black for instance) and takes the photo automatically when it’s in focus. Finally it automatically removes the grey to create black/white contrast and allows me to capture several pages in one file straight away. I can even title the scans immediately I take them. Credit where it’s due, as I rarely rate apps, but this is doing exactly what I need it to with the least amount of complexity and fuss..Nigel TysonVersion: 5.5.2
✓ Makes my receipt management so much simplerBeen collecting various pieces of paper on my travels for years now and inevitably lose/drop/mistakenly trash/soak/wash them. You name it it has happened, even drove off with a bundle of them on the roof of the car once 😔
Takes a little change in habit, now I pretty much scan them when I am handed them, whenever possible. Sync them up to OneDrive and my expenses are complete without issue. Now I can stuff all the receipts in the bin legitimately and without ever needing to have them filling my wallet for weeks.
Excellent app and makes my travel claims headaches a thing of the past..Biffa773Version: 4.4.8
✓ Great Scanner but don't edit!This scanner works really well and can do single or multiple pages. It exports pdf (or jpg for single pages) to many applications including mail, Dropbox etc.
Only thing wrong, if you edit a scanned photo and muck it up you can't undo your edits! So export it before you try to edit. Single page .jpg images can be exported directly to photos then edited there, with the Revert capability..DaveofblackheathVersion: 4.1.7
✓ They have improved thisI had not used this app in a few years and the latest version is better than before. You know how your hand blocks the light and creates a shadow. This latest version eliminates that. I was trying so hard to get the angle right so there was no shadow and it automatically scanned and took the scan/photo and it was perfect. Even as I was moving it around!.De FazioVersion: 6.0.1
✓ Love Genius ScanI have always loved using Genius Scan as it so easily helped me scan and submit receipts for expenses purposes to my employer. Now I use it for contracts and proposals that require signature and scanning. The link with photos and conversion to PDF is second to none. Genius scan is highly recommended! Robbert Ruigrok.HruodbrechtVersion: 7.0.5
✓ The StandardI have been using this app for well over five years. It is senselessly easy to use. The integration is fabulous. It just works. They are proper stewards of their user base. They clearly love what they do and have high expectations. There are no other apps I can rate higher than this one..JhcookVersion: 7.0.14
✓ Very handy!Good quick tool for sharing documents and saving quick notes.
Best app. Been using it for years!.AhsheurjrhdisiaihVersion: 7.3
✓ Randomly Mixing up pagesUsed previous versions with no problems. Now every time I send a multiple paged document it mixes up the page order differently each time. Only gave 3* because of previous versions.WillfellVersion: 4.3.1
✓ Visual impairmentI have been using genius scan with increasing difficulty for approximately 2 years. As a seriously visually impaired person I found the initial. App good. Then came the updates. Each held an additional accessibility challenge. Today I discover your latest improvement has rendered it unusable to me. Please send me some instruction as to how I find the button to actually scan. The. Only way visually impaired people find things is by knowing where to look! Please bear in mind that even the slightest alteration to screen layout can cause mayhem for VI people..FutsacVersion: 5.0.6
✓ Works really wellWorks well with new photos and photos from library. Great flexibility when it comes to cropping, and easy to use interface. Useful options for sharing over Wifi or emailing PDF. Also lets you create a multi-paged document!.Ameya NagarkarVersion: 4.1.7
✓ Genius scan ( Rompa's review)Once again great app I have tried others for work reasons and all sucked this one I keep great work guys
One app every one should have and I don't mean the free one buy the full version it is worth every penny don't look else were
no need this is the app you need password protected and very easy to use.Rompa30Version: 4.3.4
✓ Amazing - changed my business lifeLove this app - so helpful and easy to use.Gareth-nzVersion: 5.0.6
✓ Amazing and amazingly powerful.This is an amazingly powerful and extremely useful app. You can scan a document from pretty much any angle and it will automatically sense the edges and square it up so it looks like you are facing it straight on and scanned it from a flatbed scanner. It works amazing for just about any type of archiving that you would need to perform. Also provides good high-quality snaps of photos that you like to save. There is also a companion app called Genius Fax, which allows you to send faxes from your phone without having to have a fax number. Again this app is one of the highest quality that I have found in its class. I highly recommend it..JcmarkhusVersion: 6.1.10
✓ Great featureI like it very much, specially when it captures the images automatically!.PaBebettoVersion: 7.5
✓ Genius scan ph appThis is a GREAT app. It is best with older folks who have a hard time maneuvering the cell ph camera and taking quality scans due to vision and dexterity issues.
Simply hold the camera over the target document hold still...and it snaps the scan for you while giving you time to position the next document. It can’t get simpler than that. Once you snap the first scan? Simply aim the camera elsewhere while you position your next document. I’ve scanned over 30 pages at a time without any complications. It also stores my docs INDEFINITELY for future use!
If there’s anything difficult (I can’t find it) but making sure the app is connected to your email is pretty important, and you may want to bribe a teenager to help you..Dan849Version: 7.2.4
✓ Too good to be trueDownloaded this app by mistake after a recommendation for another. Very glad! Works like a charm and features make it easy to crop and improve image. Saves where I want it and works in well with One drive. I’m impressed. Only wish the tags were searchable on the file created other than just in genius scan..Anumber 007Version: 5.5.2
✓ Impressive, easy to useOur standalone scanner broke and I needed to scan some documents. I tried one app which was awful but then tried Genius Scan.
Genius Scan worked immediately and quickly, intuitive interface, easy to use, great quality scans, all done and dusted no fuss.
Very happy..Dibee33Version: 6.0.2
✓ Great scannerReally pleased with this app, it’s improved so much since I started using it 4 years ago..AsssghjjjknbcvbnVersion: 6.1.11
✓ The Online Student’s SaviorI’ve been in online school since the beginning of the pandemic, and this app is a lifesaver. it doesn’t limit how many documents you scan like other apps, and its automatic scanning trick is pretty okay. just don’t but the paper on a light colored surface, or have too many other objects in the frame. my favorite part is the ability to directly upload from my phone to the desktop of my computer (since they’re linked by icloud). if that’s not your speed, you can airdrop it to your downloads folder. the back and white filter is just as good as a printer scan, and there’s an option to edit the document after you take the photo. I never needed any other part of the app, so i didn’t need premium, which is amazing. it also uploads as a pdf, which saves me all the trouble of converting it myself. compared to other scan apps, i found this one to be the most efficient, since it works well and doesn’t have any frustrating limits for free users..BlargyishVersion: 5.5.12
✓ The best scanner appThis is the best scanner app! I have been using it since i started doing my diploma course in Building Construction and up to now as it has always been very reliable and easy to use. Thanks a lot Genius Scan..Pungak41260Version: 7.2.2
✓ So useful for every day business!Having used Genius Scan for a few years now I finally took the plunge to go for the paid versions and it’s like day and night. The basic version is brilliant and export by email is a great way to get the scans to your other devices however if you have a cloud drive available do yourself a favor and go for the upgrade, it’s so easy to organize scans now! Thanks.GblinkhornVersion: 5.5.11
✓ CoolGood easy effective way to create documents. Highly recommended..RuruReefeVersion: 4.1.7
✓ Easy and PortableReally great and easy to use. Portable and no need to buy a printer/scanner!.JiayikinsVersion: 4.3.3
✓ A Business must have.I have been in Mazatlan for the past 2 Months and Genius Scan has allowed me to send proofs and marketing information seamlessly to our printing company in Edmonton.
Thanks Genius Scan for a great product…..AaaaaaasssshhhhhhhhhVersion: 7.3
✓ Genius Scan is GeniusI have been using this app on my phone for a few years. It lives up to its name. Saves having to scanners out. Very easy to use and editing images is very easy. Everyone of my friends I’ve recommended it to have later thanked me!
Awesome app!.PgursdVersion: 6.1.11
✓ It’s my favourite appIf I could choose just one app it would be Genius Scan. It has made life so simple and I love it, no more trying to find a scanner and always being able to share info regardless of where I am. Thank you for the amazing app, it is much appreciated..Cazzab123Version: 6.0.3
✓ Best on the market!After trying many many scan apps this one is the best of them all! I use it all the time as I don’t have a computer or laptop so this makes sending documents etc quick and easy! every update there is always something new to make scanning documents or letter so much more smoother. I’ve never had any problems scanning anything and enjoy the many features this app provides.AmmmmberrrVersion: 5.2
✓ Awesome appLove the app, great work. Paid for it after using it for many years even though the free app was all I needed.
Only suggestion is to unify Genius Scan and Genius sign into one.
Annoying to have to use two apps for the same basic purpose.
Give it some thought!
Thanks and keep up the great grizzly work..BrightyoftheGrandCanyonVersion: 6.0.2
✓ Perfect scannerPerfect! Perfect! This is perfect scanner. The flash light take away shadows and poor lighting condition. I echo other reviewers that I thank you for inventing it..Dr HuiVersion: 7.2.4
✓ What a great app!I’ve been using Genius Scan to capture business and personal documents for several months and cannot fault it.
It has a very clean and simple to use interface and is very well thought out.
The scanned documents are very clear and can be ‘tweaked’ if you are not satisfied.
One of the main uses for me are as a heating engineer I can scan the data badge on a clients boiler and save it under there address.
The ‘tag’ feature is very useful for keeping track of which client has a particular make/model of boiler incase there are any manufacturer amendments (safety issues) that need addressing, just type in the model and all the clients with that boiler will pop up and you can check if there appliance is affected and make the necessary arrangements to rectify the issue.
I use the Genius Scan more than any other app on my device.
Great app - keep up the good work geniuses 👍🏻
⭐️⭐️⭐️⭐️⭐️.CarlwattoVersion: 7.0.12
✓ WFH or in office magicI’m a math teacher and I’ve been using genius scan for ages. I love how simple it is to use. Today I made an answer key and simply took a picture of the key with my phone. This app will turn it into a pdf which I can upload to my Canvas classroom where my online students can access it. The old-fashioned hardware scanner is not needed. Our college had a few scanners but you had to walk several buildings over in the cold and the rain or whatever, bring your badge, sign in, plug in your usb stick, set up the scan do the scan and walk back. It was a whole production that took loads of time. This app takes me like two minutes max to do the whole thing and in never have to brave the elements. Now that it’s wfh, I don’t have to leave my couch/bed/desk. Thanks
To these fantastic developers!! ❤️.MathChickletVersion: 5.5.8
✓ Definitely worth downloadThis app is awesome, used it lots with no issues.
:).TurtleTittiesVersion: 7.2.2
✓ Finally, a perfect scanning appI’ve tried many and Genius Scan is the first app to live up to its name. It’s got all the functions I need in the basic version and the subscription options are not outrageous. Highly recommended!.The FlauteestVersion: 7.0.14
✓ Excellent document scanning and editing appWhat a perfectly fitting name for an app - Genius! I’ve installed three apps by these genius app developers namely: Genius Scan; Genius Fax and Genius Sign, and I’ve found them all indeed quite genius and the best set of any other competing apps. All the apps are intelligently developed and are very easy and intuitive to use. Excellent set of apps and I’ve no negative feedback on any of them. Excellent set of apps and congratulations to the developers!!
The Genius Scan is amazingly precise in automatically capturing images of documents and receipts and then perfectly orienting them vertically and automatically making the image quality the best even if you are working in even very poor lighting condition. Excellent set of tools are provided to edit, apply filters and formats. The app provides other too many features to work with the scanned images.
In short, it’s an app everyone needs to have for their iPhone..GiramotVersion: 5.2
✓ Genius scanThis is an excellent app , I can only say it makes our work so so so easy..;;)$;Version: 6.0.1
✓ Awesome app!One of the most useful apps on my phone. It is easy to use and the quality of the scan is excellent..B22mackVersion: 7.2.2
✓ If it ain’t broke why fix itTake picture, but it automatically places each new picture into a new folder! Therefore u have 20 scans that you have to move then delete the empty folders. What the !!
You don’t have chance to cancel, delete or place into existing folder before hand.
The rest of it is great but wished I hadn’t updated as no way of changing defaults..Redandy888Version: 4.4.8
✓ Perfect Scanner!The best there is!
This app has allowed me to conquer my administrative demons that had me invariably fumbling, misplacing, and losing critical and irreplaceable documents.
I’ve tried and bought at least a dozen other premium scanner apps and this app (Genius Scan) blows them all away. Every size and shape document along with it’s detailed data is precisely copied into a PDF and/or text formatted file along with various filters, editing and manipulation options to generate a perfectly replicated document.
With it’s quick and easy “save” and “file” features (including available auto-export rules to my phone and/or to a cloud and additional tags), this app has made being organized, efficient, and prepared second nature, as EVERY essential document I come across quickly and easily becomes part of my permanent electronic records..MchircoVersion: 7.0.3
✓ Many uses, user-friendly, and extremely high qualityI rarely purchase paid apps and hardly ever
review apps, but I use this one so much that I really wanted to write a review! This is probably the best app I’ve ever purchased. The app has allowed me to email important documents without access to a scanner. It’s so convenient to be able to scan and send something right away, and you can send them as PDFs, so no one knows that you’re sending them from a phone. I’ve never had an issue with anyone being able to open a scan I’ve sent from the program. It’s also just an easy way to track paperwork digitally.
The quality of the scans is surprisingly excellent… I even used this app to scan photos that I used for a slideshow at my wedding - I just put the scanned photos into a PowerPoint. The photos still looked great even when displayed on a projector screen. It worked much better than many other programs that are specifically designed to create slideshows
If you need an easy way to track and send digital files, this is a fantastic app..Emily1146Version: 4.4.2
✓ Just the solution I was looking forGenius scan is exactly the app I was looking for. I mainly wanted to be able to quickly scan receipts and upload them to my Google drive, and Genius Scan does that simply and elegantly plus a whole lot more.
I was pleasantly surprised by the powerful yet intuitive user interface. Poking my way through the options for automating the Google Drive uploads was super simple.
I can tell that the developer listens to user feedback because this app is an end users dream come true.
It took just a few minutes to set up my process and now in just seconds I can snap a picture of a receipt, or multiple receipts, tag them with metadata tags to make them easy to find in the future, upload them to my receipts folder on Google Drive, and / or email them.
The automatic OCR option seems like a cherry on top of this sweet treat, but it did have trouble recognizing some of the receipts. It may just be those particular receipts but it seemed to me that they were clear enough that it should have worked. Hopefully the OCR will improve in time.
Thank you to the developer for making such a terrific product that is affordable and delightfully easy to use..CummdaviVersion: 6.0.2
✓ Genius ScanGreat ap. Been looking for something like this. Intuitive and quick. Ubiquity deserves..PrjbrookVersion: 5.0.2
✓ The paid upgrade it is worth itThe free version is great in that most of the functionality is already there but the paid upgrade is also worth it for the direct printing capabilities. I found this app due to the need to scan several a3 documents and my home scanner being a4 only. This scanned and converted the documents in seconds. Since then I’ve used it to scan important pages from technical books when revising making indexing and crib sheets far easier. Extremely impressed. I hardly ever write reviews..PeeJ MatthewsVersion: 4.3.4
✓ Perfect scannerWorks superbly for me. Easy multi page scanning with email of the final document to share it. Never needed to change the default options. Sometimes auto selects a black and white image and sometimes a photo quality pic. Not a problem just how it responds to different pages. Thoroughly recommended..IcanrowtooVersion: 5.2.1
✓ Genius ScanThis App helped a lot two years ago when I got held in Melbourne due to quarantine procedures. I had to submit a lot of documentation to Western Australian border control from the quarantine centre in Melbourne. But we were not allowed to come out of the room even to go to the reception of Crown hotel. This is where another friend of mine introduced this fantastic app, “Genius Scan” which helped me do everything I had to do without any hassle, just like having a scanner at my office or home. I haven't used my desktop scanner since I have the facility on my phone..Thilak SenVersion: 7.0.8
✓ Use it for years!!It does exactly what it says it will do, and does it well. No crap, no annoying ads, it’s just easy to use, simple, connects with all the storage things I need it to connect with , and is overall an excellent app. I never rate apps. But these people really do a good job and they deserve recognition for that. and they work on it and they improve it but they don’t keep changing it and make it different over and over and over again to the point where you don’t recognize it anymore, they just make it work a little bit better. I think I’ve used it for over five years but I can’t be positive about that. Consistent and reliable. It’s exactly what I need..H4ppyOrM4dVersion: 7.0.7
✓ Too good to be free.I use the free version ( not sure if it has the paid one) , and it does its job well. Just as much functionality as I need..ExmaiVersion: 7.2.4
✓ BrilliantI love this app. Really useful when I have to scan documents. The batch mode is great for multiple items.
Haven’t got a scanner so this has really helped. Very easy to use, I only need the basic feature but it looks like there is a lot more this can do.
Just be careful when sending more than 1 page that they all go through, a couple of times it has only sent one of the pages for some reason. Other than that though it has been a fantastic app. Well done to the developers..EvilivesVersion: 5.0.1
✓ The BEST PDF app to combine filesI know my PDF apps and have most of them on my phone if they are any good. Without a doubt this app is the best for combining, formatting, and saving PDF documents..KiwistylesVersion: 5.2.1
✓ Best app I ownI quick and easily customised a template to rename my on the go receipts when they’ve been scanned. From there I was also able forward a backup copy automatically to be saved to my preferred cloud account after the file had been emailed from the app l to Xero…. Love it.Fire fortVersion: 7.1.1
✓ Excellent App, Finest Quality!Ever since I started using the app many years ago, I’ve never gone to search for something better, you know, like you download a promising calculator only to find it’s useless, full of problems, plagued by incessant ads or just has no value. Well, this app is perfectly adequate in all respects, I’ve recommended it to many other users, who also think it’s great, and have not needed to find alternate scanners. It just does the job wonderfully. Even after updating the app over the years it hasn’t become a POS like Skype, Viber, Text-Free and many other apps that will lose traction.
Keep up the good work guys, without the bloat of other junky apps - I am impressed!.Skype Coffin DwellerVersion: 5.0.10
✓ Simple and effectiveEasy to use, simple and effective. It does exactly what you would expect of a scanning app..Sgt FlemmoVersion: 4.1.7
✓ Best most valuable app out thereBy far the most useful app for me.
Scans easily, edit, enhance, create jpeg or off single or multiple pages then print, email or save files
Simple to use. Highly recommended and well worth paying for the upgrade too such a small fee.Milo ChutneyVersion: 5.0.3
✓ Excellent appJust downloaded and it was ready to assist so feeling good about it. Professional look. Intuitive and easy to use..AtaliniVersion: 6.1.11
✓ Great AppUsed to use scanbot (now SwiftScan) - it just nags now to pay a hefty subscription, despite having the original pro upgrade. Genius Scan does everything scanbot used to - the 1-off Genius Scan+ upgrade is well worthwhile. The page shape correction is the best of any scanning app I’ve used. Can’t recommend Genius Scan enough!.Rob HillmanVersion: 6.1.11
✓ Cant scan page with coloured bordersCould be a great app but they’ve removed ability to manually scan a full page and crop. Where a page had coloured borders Genius Scan doesn’t detect these and cuts off the border. Sad removal of a good feature..Topgun1964Version: 6.0.2
✓ Great appI use it daily. Very handy and accurate..69slVersion: 7.2.3
✓ Brilliant!Solved my scanning problems! Occasionally I have to rescan but rarely. Useful to be able to scan multiple pages in succession rather than them having to be separate documents. I also just discovered WiFi sharing which makes document transfer so much simpler!.AliBodgeVersion: 5.2.3
✓ Tellement pratiqueTellement pratique d’avoir en tout temps ce Super Scanner dans ma poche !
Il me sert à toutes sortes de choses 😊.BMix01Version: 7.5
✓ Essential App for your phoneFind this App so important while away from the office and home. Fully recommend this very useful App for everyone. Has not failed at any stage. Fully recommend..VirginiaNZVersion: 5.5.13
✓ BrilliantI use this frequently. The ease of scanning batch pages which are automatically resized and skewed to fit depending on your photo perspective is wonderful. So quick and easy to email from the app, as well. Can’t fault it and I use it numerous times per week..Noob2nvVersion: 4.4.2
✓ Consistent and Straight ForwardEasy to use, consistent excellent quality digital twins..Sled Dog 1994Version: 7.2.4
✓ Definitely one of my best appsHad this app since 2011 and am constantly using this. Really appreciate the functionality of it so much I have just paid for the upgrade. Have also recommended it to many friends..TonymercuryVersion: 5.2.8
✓ Best scanner app on the App Store.In high school, many of my teachers required that written work be submitted online, requiring us to go to the library outside of class time. Additionally, when I was apply to scholarships and colleges my senior year, I had a plethora of papers, forms, and applications, all of which had to be somehow scanned at turned it online. Before I downloaded genius scan, I was wasting ample time and effort. After downloading it, however, work became much more convenient and much less frustrating. I am now in college, and this app still works perfectly. I highly recommend genius scan to anyone who is currently on the market for a scanner app. If you like free and functional, this app is for you..Aj27432Version: 5.4.3
✓ The Best!Doesn’t ask or prompt to upgrade, doesn’t deny you sending via email after a certain amount of time. Doesn’t get confused with large docs. Well done Genius Scan. I use it everyday!.Annaspanner1Version: 6.1.5
✓ Has made working from easier!!I use this ap EVERYDAY!! Since being sent home to work, it was difficult to convert pictures and other documents to PDF. I was constantly relying on others at my clinics to help me out on top of their added responsibilities due to COVID-19. I felt horrible about it. But once I discovered Genius Scan, I am able to convert texted pictures to PDFs, scan in printed documents and email them all to my computer! Even now that I’m able to visit patients and clinics, I still use it because it’s easier than using the scanners at the clinics!! Thank you for making this past year a lot more simple during a very complicated situation!!.Mandi RWVersion: 6.0.2
✓ Easy to useI have used this app many times and it is easy to use on my phone. The upload to my network file system is also easy to do. Enjoy using it whenever I need to do a scan.
Thank you for developing this app..PM2232Version: 6.1.10
✓ WellI can load to scan everything well n thanks.Kensey VVersion: 7.2.4
✓ An essential tool for remote classesI usually don’t write reviews, but this app has saved me so much headache that I feel like I have a duty to my fellow students to promote it in any way I can.
I honestly don’t know how I didn’t discover this app when the pandemic first switched all my classes online, because this is the BEST FREE scanner app I’ve tried so far. Genius has all the features that previous free scanner apps I’ve tried lacked and more.
1. First and most importantly, I don’t have to pay to scan my pages all together into one document. I can immediately upload my 2 or 3 page or however long homework immediately to canvas in a batch. No more sending scanned images to my laptop first, compiling them all together through file explorer’s print feature, and then submitting it. Other scanner apps also allow you to scan in batches, but this app allows you to do it for free. <3
2. I can add/delete pages to a document later.
3. I can rename my documents.
4. The user interface is friendly and easy to use.
And more.
TL;DR: If you’re not looking to spend money on a scanner app but need one with a comprehensive set of features, this is the app for you..NesscyVersion: 5.5.13
✓ One of the best pops I’ve ever downloadedI don’t write reviews often but this time I felt compelled to. They’ve been developing it so well over the last few years and it’s been great being part of the journey..C CoelhoVersion: 7.0.3
✓ GreatEasy and convenient to use. Highly recommended.Ningan WowostekVersion: 7.4
✓ Love it. Would upgrade for $3. Not for $8I love the app. Used it and recommended it since 2013 I’m the free version. Since a week or two ago the “hidden” Save-to-Dropbox functionality was gone from the free version. Fair enough BUT, a) It happened In the background, not through an upgrade, sonI del cheated. B) I would happily upgrade just for that function; I do not need anything else but not for $7.99. I would happily pay a couple of bucks, not so much c) i considered the cloud option but again, totally out of price. I already pay Dropbox and Apple cloud, plus iDrice cloud for backups. $3 a month for just a small subset of documents? Guys, that should be the annual cost, not monthly.
It seems you are trying to skin off a few paying clients instead of broadening your base and making us loyal.
Sadly, After 5 years of happy customer and promoter, I will start to look around for other options. That costs you way more than the extra dollars you are trying to charge..FreddyLazzarisVersion: 4.4.8
✓ Awesome!!This is the best scanner app I’ve ever come across, very user friendly & doesn’t freeze or crash after loading documents….thank you so much!! 👍.3780 SMVVersion: 6.1.10
✓ Great quality scannerHave enjoyed this app a lot.Nomad79Version: 5.5
✓ 2023 Latest update is greatI’m not a tech savvy fellow yet I found this newest version very easy-to-use (simple and intuitive).
Highly recommended and the free version does everything (for my needs)..Pianist in TorontoVersion: 7.2.3
✓ Very good - two suggestionsI am finding this app extremely useful and very fast on text recognition. Once or twice it’s missed text from a document I wanted to OCR.
As it couldn’t do that it offered me a black and white PDF which was a good solution.
As well as being able to select an area to scan, could you add a zoom function so if it’s a large document you only get the section you need..JdtaylorukVersion: 5.2.4
✓ Love it!!Genius scan has made a huge difference to mein personal and work connects. Scanning recipes for tax time, for work reimbursement, for my records. Scanning important documents, warrantees, and information sheets on the run. It’s hugely minimised the mess in tray and thus at least my perception of time doing admin talks. I only recently upgraded to premium and can’t believe I didn’t earlier! I just drop them all into the appropriate Dropbox file and never think of B them again until our unless i need them!! And v I’ve set up a back up folder they automatically go into which is great for when I forget where I filled them.
Thanks heaps!!.JallopiVersion: 5.5.3
✓ I don’t ever buy appsI must say I never buy apps, but this is worth every penny! Mine auto exports to google drive, I can even search for text On google drive from my PC or any device and find receipts! Well done developers! Request: when adding a receipt it gratefully shows all the recent Tags / stores that I use so I don’t have to type them again. However the stores I use the most, are the ones I used right when I installed this app, and they are ALL the way to the right. I have to scroll all the way over to get to most commonly used Tag. Actually quicker to retype Tag. Could you please enhance Genius Scan so Tags are automatically sorted by most recently used? Thanks so much!.No Cache LimitVersion: 5.4.1
✓ Works greatLove the multi page feature.Luvit909Version: 5.0.9
✓ Top 5 apps in my workflowGeniusScan is totally indispensable in my workflow – it is sensible, efficient, and does just what it says it will do, and does it very well. I have been a user for over five years, and wouldn’t want to live without it! I work in real estate and am constantly working with documents on the go, and the ability to scan a document on a client site and email it to them on the spot is awesome. Thank you for all the good work! In the latest version, the ability to tag notes as they export to Evernote is gone / this is a pretty important step-saver for me - any chance that will come back? Otherwise I need to remember to go to Evernote right away, find the note, and tag it..LholleranVersion: 6.1.5
✓ Gensius scanExcellent app! Best one I have used!.Budlynbuddy007Version: 5.4.3
✓ Easy To UseI am finding Genius Scan great to use and helps with being paperless as possible. Recommend it..Pinebark24Version: 5.4.6
✓ A god saverThis is the only scanning app that I have found that scans a quality image that can be save to camera roll (Apple). I havethousands of pre digital prints that I am scan into a digital library much more efficiently than using the printer scanner..Narayani108Version: 6.0.2
✓ Best AppI was actually just saying GeniusScan is my favourite app because I am a loser like that and it asked me to write a review 30 seconds later so I feel like I should. Great app. Easy to use. Convenient. Because who wants to load up their out of date printer scanner anymore if you even have one..Genius Scan Fan 22Version: 5.5.5
✓ Great quality but too much locked behind paywallThe ease and quality of all the different scan types is top notch. My review has nothing to do with the simple and fantastic use of the app. That being said, almost everything, including nearly every way to export the files you scan is only available after dropping nearly $10. I understand locking certain features behind a pay wall but not the simple ability to export your files. I don’t use Apple Mail (I happen to have an iPhone for work but everything else I use is android/PC) so literally the only other option available is using WiFi sharing to export. Problem is, half the links are broken when you try to download on your PC. So I can get some of my docs but not all, making all those HQ scans all but useless. Give me the ability to export and this is easily a 5-star app..NonAppleUserVersion: 6.0.1
✓ Great app!This is a great little app. I had it on my phone for little incidentals for which I'd used it here and there over the years. Usually for when I needed to sign and scan a document to send. Then I started a project of scanning 20 years worth of hand written journals. I researched scanners, I went to the local library to use their high powered book scanner, I evaluated renting one, finally I tried genius scan to scan the journals with my phone and the more I used it the more features I found and the more I liked it. It has an awesome crop feature that actually helps even out the bump from the binding, it does colored scans or black and white, and I can export the scans directly to a specific folder on my Google drive, with the file name of my choosing. It's a great little app that is way more powerful than it at first seems..HDH-J mamaVersion: 5.5.3
✓ A long overdue 5+ star reviewI’ve been using this app since (at least) 2013 and I just recently bought the paid version which is long overdue. This is one of a few apps which I’ve never deleted off my phone since downloading. The other apps came on my phone from Apple so I can’t delete them anyway. This app is incredibly useful and in my experience flawless in its function. All documents are readable and none can tell it was done on a phone. The auto crop and flash features are outstanding. This is a great app and I’d like to thank the team for giving us such a quality product that has only improved over time..Juj1nVersion: 5.5.2∇ Load More Positive Reviews!
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[image: Duo Mobile Positive Reviews, comments]
Duo Mobile Positive ReviewsDuo Mobile works with Duo Security's two-factor authentication service to make logins more secure. The application gener...

[image: Glassdoor | Jobs & Community Positive Reviews, comments]
Glassdoor | Jobs & Community Positive ReviewsWork meets life on the new Glassdoor app. Search jobs, company reviews, and salaries, and join real, anonymous talk with...

[image: Adobe Acrobat Reader: Edit PDF Positive Reviews, comments]
Adobe Acrobat Reader: Edit PDF Positive ReviewsDo you often need to work with PDF documents on the go? Get the Adobe Acrobat Reader mobile app, the world’s most truste...

[image: LinkedIn: Network & Job Finder Positive Reviews, comments]
LinkedIn: Network & Job Finder Positive ReviewsWelcome professionals! LinkedIn is the social network for job seekers, professionals, and businesses. Build your network...

[image: Awesome Voice Recorder PRO AVR Positive Reviews, comments]
Awesome Voice Recorder PRO AVR Positive Reviews■■■ #Rank 1 Business app in 35 Countries ■■■
■■■ #Rank 5 Business app in 85 Countries ■■■
AVR is the best voice recordin...

[image: Screens: VNC Remote Desktop Positive Reviews, comments]
Screens: VNC Remote Desktop Positive ReviewsControl your computer from anywhere.
Screens lets you connect back to your Mac, Windows or Linux PC and control it from...

[image: Candle Calculator Positive Reviews, comments]
Candle Calculator Positive ReviewsEasily calculate your candle weight for as many candles as you need.
Build the total cost report of your candle by addi...

[image: SoftToken Positive Reviews, comments]
SoftToken Positive ReviewsThis app is not affiliated, associated, authorized, endorsed by, or in any way officially connected with the RSA Securit...





Applications with positive comments similar to Genius Scan - PDF Scanner App

[image: Pyfl - Favorite places map Positive Reviews, comments]
Pyfl - Favorite places map Positive ReviewsCreate the map of your favorite places (restaurants, bars, cafés, brunch places, shops, parks…) and get recommendations ...

[image: Genius Sign: PDF e-Signature Positive Reviews, comments]
Genius Sign: PDF e-Signature Positive ReviewsGenius Sign is the best app to sign, date, and annotate your documents.
“Genius Sign shaved off about 30 min of my dail...

[image: Genius Scan Enterprise - PDF Positive Reviews, comments]
Genius Scan Enterprise - PDF Positive ReviewsGenius Scan is a document scanner app in your pocket. Quickly scan your paper documents on the go and export them as mul...

[image: Genius Fax - Faxing app Positive Reviews, comments]
Genius Fax - Faxing app Positive ReviewsGenius Fax is the easiest and affordable way to send and receive faxes with your iOS device.
No need to go to the dread...
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